
Professional Quality  

Mitre Blades from Popular Tools help you achieve perfect cuts on picture frames using a       

Pistorius or CTD double mitre saw. Our saw blades represent an accumulation of experience 

from many framing professionals resulting in a smooth, chip free cut. The saw bodies are 

thicker while maintaining a narrow kerf. We have strategically placed laser cuts in the saw body 

to reduce vibration and,  because of the closer tip to body design, chipping and tear out are kept 

to a minimum. 

 

Our saw bodies are ground not only thicker, but also to a strict and precise tolerance of            

+/-.002”. When running your mitre saw at 3,400 RPM, the strong body, sharp teeth, and straight 

saw body of Popular Tools saw blades help you deliver fine cuts on your picture frames. 

 

Give us a try and let our blades prove why more and more saw shops are using Popular Tools 

mitre blades. Below is a small selection of our large mitre blade inventory. See our website 

www.Populartools.net or page 13 of our 2011-12 catalog for additional blades. We also sell 

blades for non-ferrous mitre applications. 

Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc. 
Santa Fe Springs, CA 

(800) 518-7297 
fax 562-789-8727 

San Antonio, TX 

(800) 610-SAWS 
fax 210-348-0776 

High Point, NC 
(800) 881-7297 

fax 336-889-2878 

www.PopularTools.net 
We accept: 

DIAMETER TEETH DESIGN KERF PLATE BORE HOOK ORDER  ID   PRICE 

8” 60T ATB+R .112” .079” 5/8” -2 MD860 $90.00 

9” 60T ATB+R .112” .087” 5/8” 0 MD960 122.00 

10” 80T ATB+R .118” .094” 5/8” -2 MD1080 138.00 

10” 100T ATB+R .118” .094” 5/8” -2 MD1010 151.00 

275mm 100T ATB+R 3.0mm 2.4mm 32mm 0 MD275100 179.00 

12” 80T ATB+R .126” .102” 5/8” -2 MD1280P 168.00 

12” 96T CTC .134” .110” 5/8” -2 MDC1296 215.00 

12” 100T ATB+R .126” .102” 1” -2 MD1210R 191.00 

12” 100T LRLRS .126” .094” 1” 0 MS-050 166.00 

13” 90T ATB+R .145” .118” 1” 2 MD1390 212.00 

14” 100T ATB+R .134” .110” 5/8” -2 MD1410P 214.00 

15” 100T ATB+R .138” .098” 1” -2 MS1510 214.00 

(Most mitre saw blades have 4 laser slits in the plate for vibration and noise control. In addition, the chromed body makes 

cleaning easy and rust free. 12” and 14” blades also available in 5/8” arbor) 

NEW ITEM 


